DEMOCRATS SUPPORT SMART, EFFECTIVE BORDER SECURITY

Within the limited funding available in the Department of Homeland Security bill, we
will fight for balanced investments across the Department’s mission areas. We will
push for a smart, effective border security posture, one that does not rely on costly
physical barriers. House Democrats’ proposal funds:
 1,000 new Customs officers;
 New imaging technology at the land ports of entry to ensure all vehicles are
scanned before entering the country for drugs and other contraband.
 New equipment at mail processing facilities to interdict fentanyl and other
opioids shipped through the international mail;
 New cutting edge technology along the border to improve situational
awareness;
 An expansion of CBP’s air and marine operations along the border and in U.S.
waters;
 An expansion of risk-based targeting of passengers and cargo entering the
United States; and
 Critical repair projects at ports of entry.
Our proposal at conference negotiations also:
 Addresses the only real crisis at the border – which is not a border security
crisis but a humanitarian one – by improving CBP’s capacity to appropriately
meet the needs of migrants who are temporarily in their custody.
 Supports the hiring of new Homeland Security Investigations agents to focus
on drug smuggling, gang crimes, financial crimes, and other high priority law
enforcement areas.
 Expands ICE’s Alternatives to Detention program, including family case
management.
 Significantly reduces ICE detention beds; requires more frequent detention
facility inspections, and limits ICE’s ability to use more detention beds than
Congress intends to fund.
In addition, our proposal supports many other important Homeland Security
priorities, which we will not have the funding to address if the President insists we
set aside $5.7 billion for border barriers. These include, for example:
 Targeted increases in FEMA preparedness grant programs;
 Support for the Coast Guard’s personnel and air and marine fleets, include a
new polar icebreaker;
 Investments in TSA’s ability to detect threats at security checkpoints without
slowing air travel.

